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Abstract 
Interactive displays are driven by natural interaction with the user, necessitating a 
computer system that recognizes body gestures and facial expressions. User inputs are 
not easily or reliably recognized for a satisfying user experience, as the complexities of 
human communication are difficult to interpret in real-time. Recognizing facial 
expressions in particular is a problem that requires high-accuracy and efficiency for 
stable interaction environments.  
The recent availability of the Kinect, a low cost, low resolution sensor that 
supplies simultaneous color and depth images, provides a breakthrough opportunity to 
enhance the interactive capabilities of displays and overall user experience.  This new 
RGBD (RGB + depth) sensor generates an additional channel of depth information that 
can be used to improve the performance of existing state of the art technology and 
develop new techniques.  The Active Shape Model (ASM) is a well-known deformable 
model that has been extensively studied for facial feature point placement.  Previous 
shape model techniques have applied 3D reconstruction techniques using multiple 
cameras or other statistical methods for producing 3D information from 2D color images. 
 These methods showed improved results compared to using only color data, but required 
an additional deformable model or expensive imaging equipment. 
In this thesis, an ASM model is trained using the RGBD image produced by the 
Kinect.  The real-time information from the depth sensor is registered to the color image 
to create a pixel-for-pixel match. To improve the quality of the depth image, a temporal 
median filter is applied to reduce random noise produced by the sensor.  The resulting 
combined model is designed to produce more robust fitting of facial feature points 
compared to a purely color based active shape model.  
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Glossary 
ASM - Active Shape Models use an iterative technique to match the shape of any 
learned object by finding landmark points. 
 
NUI - Natural User Interface is a user interface that is effectively transparent to 
the user, or becomes transparent with successive learned interactions. 
 
HCI / HMI - Human Computer Interaction or Human-Machine Interface 
involves the study, planning, and design of the interaction between people and 
computers. 
 
VFOA - Visual Focus of Attention is used to signal interest or direct dialog, and 
can be obtained via head pose estimation or eye gaze. 
 
ACM - Active Contour Models, also called snakes, are a framework for 
delineating an object outline from a possibly noisy 2D image. 
 
PDM - Point Distribution Model is a model for representing the mean geometry 
of a shape and some statistical modes of geometric variation inferred from a training set 
of shapes. 
 
PCA - Principle Component Analysis is a mathematical procedure that uses an 
orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables 
into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. 
 
3DMM- Three Dimensional Moldable Models are composed of triangles in 3D 
space with a defined set of animation coefficients that allow the model to deform to 
match specific variations expected by the model. 
 
FACS - Facial Action Coding System is a system to categorize human facial 
expressions from slight changes in facial appearance. 
 
OpenCV - An open-source library that implements many computer vision and 
image processing algorithms in C++ 
 
VOSM-  Visual Open Statistical Models is an open-source ASM/AAM library that 
implements fitting facial feature points on single channel images. 
 
RGB - Red Green Blue color space. 
   xii 
 
RGB+D Red-Green-Blue plus Depth is a short-hand description of the addition of 
depth information to the common RGB color space with correct registration to match 
color pixel placements to depth information.  
 
SLPP - Supervised Locality Preserving Projections is a manifold learning 
technique that approximates a non-linear optimization for intra-class distances with a 
linear projection. 
 
SVM - Support Vector Machines are supervised classifiers for separating data 
into two classes. 
 
RBF - The Radial Basis Function 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Extracting information from images of a human face is often addressed in the field of 
Natural User Interaction. The human face contains a wealth of information that is easily 
accessible to the average person: expression, gaze, pose, and facial geometry. To 
implement a Natural User Interface (NUI), a computer application must decipher these 
essential aspects of the human face quickly and correctly.  Designing an interpreter 
application with a specific NUI environment in mind allows the system to focus on a 
limited set of interactions instead of the wide range of human interaction scenarios 
observed in everyday life.  However, relying on a single capability may also uncover 
challenges specific to integrating a computer vision system that only uses facial 
understanding. For example, using facial expressions to directly control a complex 
display may not be practical if expression is unstable from frame to frame. Contextual 
information can be explicitly taken into account when designing a NUI system for a 
particular application. 
1.1. Interactive Display System 
An interactive display consists of a large format display (such as a high definition 
television or projector) that the user can control without having to touch the display or 
any other physical components. The system’s only control modality is the computer 
vision interpreter. This system requires some gestural understanding as defined by the 
interaction environment and basic facial understanding. The gestural understanding 
component requires that the system be aware of the display’s contents and positional 
recognition of gestures used to interact with the display. The facial understanding 
component requires that the system recognize common expressions and locate the visual 
focus of attention (VFOA) based on head pose. These two components interact with each 
other to provide contextual interaction that would be unavailable if the components were 
kept in isolation. 
The interactive display system application considered in this thesis [1] is a virtual 
bakery storefront shown in Figure 1. A user can approach the large format display 
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showing the bakery storefront and point to any pastry item. The system reacts to the point 




Figure 1: Interactive display interface with selected item 
 
The Kinect depth sensor is used to detect and track an observer’s skeletal joints 
while the RGB camera is used for facial analysis.  A selection gesture motivated by 
American Sign Language is performed in combination with pointing to place the selected 
item into a virtual shopping basket. A wave gesture initiates checkout, which removes all 
selections from the shopping basket and displays them on the screen. With future 
improvements, the system could collect demographic information on the customer base 
and offer personalized service. 
 
Figure 2: Interactive display interface with user performing selection gesture 
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1.2. Kinect Revolution: What Depth Brings to the Table 
To provide the information necessary to the computer vision interpreter, the 
Kinect, a low-cost RGB+D (Color + Depth) sensor is utilized. This revolutionary piece of 
equipment, paired with existing cutting-edge algorithms [2], produces a video stream that 
contains color and depth information for the same large area in real-time. The depth 
information is used to find skeletal joints on the body, greatly aiding gesture recognition 
and face detection. The head joint is used to find the face region and perform more 
advanced expression recognition and pose estimation. The interaction area of the sensor 
allows the user to stand at a comfortable distance from the display while still providing 
accurate skeletal joint locations [3]. This distance from the sensor works well for natural 
interaction and skeletal joint tracking, but poses problems for more resolution-sensitive 
applications. 
The skeletal tracking algorithm uses only the depth image and is robust to the 
noise produced by the depth sensor because the skeletal joints are large in relation to the 
resolution of the sensor. The resolution becomes a problem when the user is at a distance, 
where small facial features become indistinguishable from noise. The sensor’s supporting 
libraries[4], [5] provide a method to ensure that the color image and depth image register 
at all pixel locations, so that color information can be registered to the depth image. Once 
this process is complete, the two images can be combined to form a multi-channel image, 
where each color location corresponds to a matching depth value.  These depth values 
describe the z-location of the pixel, where depth is expressed in millimeters and the 
Kinect sensor is the origin of the co-ordinate space. The registration of the color and 
depth images is crucial when looking for information that is contained in one modality 
but not in the other. 
The low resolution of important facial features at a distance poses problems for 
single channel based methods, where not enough information is contained within a single 
image for accurate understanding. The combination with depth information, although 
noisy, improves the accuracy of the facial feature location. Improved fitting results from 
hybrid methods are demonstrated in Section 4.3. 
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1.3. The Importance of Facial Feature Points 
Choosing robust facial features that are accurate and easy to find requires 
evaluating multiple options and techniques. Facial feature points are important because 
they determine the outcome of expression recognition and pose estimation.  In selecting 
points, there are many trade-offs between the number of points selected and accuracy. 
More points take longer to find, but give a more complete description of the face, 
allowing for more accurate recognition. The location of the points on the face is crucial, 
as some more difficult points to find can contribute more to understanding.  The most 
important points may have a high chance to be misplaced, further complicating point 
selection. To tackle this problem, a model is needed that can fit many points quickly and 
can take into consideration errors in the localization of some points by considering global 
constraints. 
The model chosen for facial point localization is the Active Shape Model (ASM) 
[6], an iterative point placement algorithm. This model solves the problem of fitting 
multiple points quickly by using a simple profile matching method that adjusts each point 
based on the expected profile. The model imposes a shape constraint based on the relative 
position between points, so that points cannot deviate far from an expected region.  For 
example, if a few points on the mouth were found to be in the wrong orientation 
compared to the many points on the chin, the model would move the mouth points to be 
in a more plausible position based on the placement of surrounding points on the face. 
For expressive faces, this can be a drawback if the shape does not allow enough variation 
to correct for facial feature points in expressive positions. The expressive faces are then 
much more difficult to fit because of the large variations between expressions, subjects 
and their affects on relative facial feature point locations. 
For any of the model points to be placed successfully, they must have a 
discriminating feature, e.g. an edge, to fit. The profile feature allows the matching 
technique to draw the point towards the nearest location that matches, resulting in a more 
accurate fit for the point. This becomes a problem when the facial feature is an 
inconsistent property. In such cases, the profile matching may fail and the shape 
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constraint determines the placement of the point. The model assumes a fixed number of 
features on the face and allows for features to be found quickly and robustly. 
Once the desired facial feature points have been found, they can be used for a 
variety of purposes within interactive display systems. The expression recognition 
technique used in this work relies on many feature points to describe key parts of the 
face. The relative placement of points can describe the difference between open and 
closed mouths, raised and furrowed eyebrows, as well as smiles and frowns. The 
placement of points on the face can also be used to estimate the user’s visual focus of 
attention (VFOA) based on the corners of the eyes. This information, in combination with 
the location of the head relative to the interactive display, is used to control the location 
of the pointer on the display. Facial feature points allow the interactive display system to 
interpret a simpler model of the human face instead of relying on the many thousands of 
individual pixels that form the facial image. 
A more technical review of the topics supporting this thesis is contained in 
Chapter 2.  
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Chapter 2 Background Review 
The techniques used in interactive displays have been well studied in isolation, and have 
been refined so that applications can now seamlessly integrate many independent 
systems. By explaining the fundamentals of each subsystem that supports the interactive 
display application, a better understanding can be gained of the behavior and structure of 
the final system. This holistic understanding is important for two reasons: to understand 
the shortcomings of the existing system so that improvements can be directed towards 
areas in most need, and to appreciate the synergy that these disparate systems utilize to 
accomplish a goal no single domain could tackle alone. The following sections explain 
the subsystems consisting of Active Shape Models, RGB + Depth capture technologies, 
body pose recognition, gesture controlled interfaces, and expression classification. 
2.1. Active Shape Model Fitting 
Originally developed for medical imaging and machine vision applications, 
Active Shape Models or ”smart snakes” [6] are a way to model deformable objects 
efficiently using points and a shape. ASMs are an improvement on Active Contour 
Models [7], a technique used to fit desired image features with an iterative error 
minimization approach. The error to be minimized in the model must be a simple 
function to allow fast and efficient computation over multiple iterations. For the Active 
Contour Model, the error function combines local error per point and global error for the 
entire contour as shown in Equation (1). 
 





 The local error is the distance between the contour and the closest edge on the 
image, while the global error is contour’s curvature constraint, which is specified by the 
designer to fit the desired edge. The iterative nature of the error minimization causes the 
active contour to behave like a snake. The contour is a collection of points on the image 
that behave as a single unit, so when one point moves closer to the nearest boundary, all 
points are adjusted to fall within the specified spline’s limits. Over multiple iterations, the 
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contour appears to ‘slither’ to an appropriate edge. A simple snake can fit to an edge like 
a rubber band that deforms over time to the closest boundary limited by its flexibility. 
The snake’s initial position, flexibility, and the edges of nearby objects determine the 
final fitted shape. The iterative fitting process is the basis of the Active Shape Model’s 
fitting method. 
The advantage the ASM provides over the Active Contour Model is the ability to 
fit arbitrary shapes, instead of only edges specified by the designer-created contour 
constraint. It accomplishes this by using a point distribution model (PDM) [8] that 
describes a global statistical shape in addition to an edge profile for each point. The 
statistical shape is created from labeled points that correspond to real landmarks on a set 
of training images. Each point is associated with a true landmark to ensure that the shape 
can express the deformation of each landmark across all training images. The PDM then 
finds each point’s average location within the shape and concisely describes all variations 
from the mean location. The shape is represented as a series of the average landmark 
points with a matrix describing global deformations and linear weights per point. The 
allowable deformations are expressed with the most significant eigenvectors obtained 
from performing Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the matrix of all collected 
landmark locations. Any shape that was in the training set can be expressed in a simple 
closed form, where x is the shape in Equation (2), P is the matrix containing the most 
significant eigenvectors of the deviations from the mean, and weights b can be found 
from the magnitude of deviation. 
 
         (2) 
 
The compact representation of a complex shape can be evaluated in linear time, 
allowing the shape to be evaluated efficiently every iteration. The final statistical shape 
constraints from the PDM take the place of manually designing contour constraints, and 
thus allow for more arbitrary shapes to be modeled. 
Improvements to Active Shape Models allow for finding and fitting more 
complex boundaries often found on shapes. Two average profiles are created from the 
pixel gradient obtained around each landmark point during training [9]. The two profiles 
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fall along a line in a direction that is normal to the shape, and a line tangent to the shape 
(See Figure 3). The profiles are checked sequentially, with the normal profile providing 
the first update for the point and the tangent profile providing the second directional 
update. The direction and magnitude of the updates are determined by the Mahalanobis 
distance between the average profile found during training and the sampled profiles 
surrounding the current point location. As shown in Equation (3), the sampled gradient 
vector s, the mean gradient vector m, and the covariance matrix C provide a simple error 
function in the form of the Mahalanobis distance. 
 
                      
 
                   (3) 
 
The point is updated to the center of the sampled profile with the smallest 
distance. This process is then repeated for each point on the model until all the points 
have been updated exactly once.  This method allows for Active Shape Model points to 
fit in any location that is locally discriminative in two dimensions, as the profiles are 
treated as simple local descriptors. 
 
 
Figure 3: Normal and tangent profiles 
 
With the local features described by the profile model and the global features 
described by the statistical shape constraints, the Active Shape Model can quickly and 
robustly find landmarks on objects given an estimate of the object’s scale and initial 
position in any image. The initial shape placement or global estimate is an important part 
of point convergence because of the weak description of the local features. The profiles 
are not scale or rotation invariant; they are very dependent on the correct global 
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orientation of the shape in the image. To find a starting location for the object, the best 
approach is to use an existing objection detection algorithm, such as Viola-Jones face 
detection algorithm [10]. This method uses cascade of weak classifiers to detect the 
location and scale of objects in the image. Faces have a few detectable parts, e.g. eyes 
and a mouth, which provide an initial estimate of the orientation and scale. The accuracy 
of the face location significantly affects the accuracy of the Active Shape Model, as the 
local profile features can only converge to a new location that is within their profile span.  
2.1.1 3D Facial Feature Points 
The Active Shape Model has been extended to three dimensions for additional 
accuracy and robustness when finding facial feature points. Many model building 
techniques have incorporated 3D structure and 2D color information. Kaiser et al. [11] 
modify the ASM global shape constraint by using structure learned from a 3D face 
database to reduce the effect of occlusions due to pose variation. Vogler et al. [12] use a 
separate 3D deformable model to determine pose, then apply independently trained 
ASMs for improved accuracy. The 3D deformable model [13] differs from 2D 
deformable models (ASMs) by accounting for multiple changes in 3D piecewise structure 
instead of using landmark points and a single shape constraint.  Efery et al. [14] use a 3D 
model to create a side-profile contour of the face that is fit using an ASM for face 
recognition. Heimann [15] and Zhou [16] use a 3D face model to project 2D ASM points 
onto the 3D model to improve fitting results. All of these techniques add an additional 
constraint to the PDM created from 3D structure, but do not require the fitting technique 
to consider raw depth information. In some cases, other profile matching techniques are 
used instead of the color intensity gradient to account for expected changes in pose that 
affects the 2D information.  
The addition of depth as a distinct channel of information available during the 
facial feature point fitting process, greatly changes the possibilities for starting locations 
and fitting techniques. The approach explored by Cai et al. [17] uses depth to initialize a 
3D moldable model (3DMM) that finds a good starting location for a 2D deformable 
model to find facial feature points. Similarly, Baker et al. [18] impose constraints found 
by a 3DMM before fitting a 2D model. This leads to improved fitting times and accuracy 
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because the structure imparted by the 3D model allows more efficient 3D fitting by 
eliminating positions that would otherwise be considered. These methods do not directly 
use the depth data for the 2D point update process. Instead, they model the depth 
characteristics and integrate the structure found by the model onto the shape constraint of 
the fitting technique. 
2.2. Obtaining Depth Information 
Structural information is not directly available from a single image because the 
projection from 3D objects in space onto the 2D camera plane eliminates any 
correspondence between 3D locations. Multiple images from the same camera can be 
used to reconstruct 3D models of the face. This is done by using small variations in facial 
pose between the images and matching points between the two images [19]. Finding 
depth using multiple cameras and matching points can also be done on faces to fit 3D 
models [20]. These techniques find structural information using only color information 
and the relative position of the cameras; they only produce depth information for facial 
feature points. 
Before the Kinect sensor, obtaining accurate and complete depth information for 
an entire image required significant amounts computation time or an expensive sensor 
system. Stereo triangulation [21] requires each image to be processed for matching 
feature points before depth can be computed for the points found. To apply this technique 
to the entire image, many corresponding points must be found. A simple method uses 
corresponding points across images, which are taken as two points on a triangle, where 
the base of the triangle is formed by the distance between the two cameras and the height 
of the triangle is the distance to the point in the image as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Stereo rectification through epipolar geometry 
 
 The base angles of the triangle can be found by the position of the point within 
the image, where the center of the image is a right angle, and the edge of the image 
corresponds to the camera’s field of view. The technique produces a 3D point cloud that 
can be projected onto either of the 2D images. Finding corresponding points can be 
computationally complex and calibrating for the cameras’ relative positions and internal 
parameters requires complex and costly system setup. 
Structured light solves the correspondence problem by projecting a fixed pattern 
that cameras can observe and easily match across the entire image [22].  If only a color 
camera and projector are used, this approach has the downside of confusing the 
appearance of the scene with the superimposed pattern. This limits its application in 
video or complex scenes where the depth and color are needed simultaneously. 
Structured light has similar drawbacks to a two-camera system due to shadowing and 
resolution disparity. Shadowing is caused by the change in perspective from the camera 
to the projector; the camera captures parts of the image that the pattern cannot cover, 
limiting the number of matching points. The system is also restricted by the resolution of 
the projected pattern. Increasing the complexity of the pattern also increases 
computational matching time, but even more complex patterns cannot achieve depth 
information at the same resolution as the color information. 
Techniques that find depth from defocus overcome the shadowing and point 
matching problems of structured light by relying on a single camera over multiple images 
of the same scene [23]. The technique is based on the fact that the same image appears 
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different when defocused over a small depth of field. The defocusing operation can be 
separated from the scene over multiple images to derive the scene’s structure. The de-
convolution of the focus operator to produce structural information from set of images 
can be done efficiently, but the accuracy depends on the scene and focal settings chosen 
per image. The depth of focus only allows this technique to operate over limited ranges 
with scenes that respond to changes in focus. For example, objects far beyond the 
camera’s focal length show negligible changes in focus, eliminating any depth estimate. 
The technique also relies on strong visual edges to capture the effects of changes in focus. 
This limits its application in complex scenes or video that requires a large depth of field 
with the possibility of large edgeless surfaces. The technique can also be extended to any 
visual characteristic affected by focus, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. 
If the depth image is obtained by a different sensor than the color image, the depth 
can be transformed to match the position of objects from the color image. This technique 
performs a projective distortion and relies on the geometry of the two cameras relative to 
the scene to rectify one image to the other [24]. The transformation also depends on the 
internal structure of the two sensors such as the field of view and resolution. All of this 
information can be expressed as a fundamental camera projection matrix, where points in 
the scene are multiplied by the camera projection matrix to find the location of the pixel 
on another image. Equation (4) shows the fundamental matrix F and the points in matrix 
X are used to create the new projected points. 
 
      (4)  
 
By knowing the difference between the two camera’s individual projection 
matrices, one image can be projected onto the other. This change in perspective is helpful 
when registering two images from different sources, as a single viewpoint simplifies 
combining information from the two images. 
2.2.1 Prime Sense Light-Coding 
The technology that allows Microsoft’s Kinect sensor to obtain simultaneous 
color and depth images utilizes a combination of techniques [25]. The Kinect contains 
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two image sensors and a near-infrared laser with a patterned diffraction grating. One of 
the image sensors is tuned to pick up the patterned infrared projection, and the other is a 
standard color camera. Figure 5 shows the projected infrared pattern is pseudo-random, 
but it is similar to structured light. Instead of a repeated pattern that is used to triangulate 
features, the pseudo-random projection pattern is stored in the sensor. The difference 
between the observed projected pattern and the stored pattern is used to calculate the 
depth between each of the projected points. According to the Kinect patent, the dots are 
focused at a particular distance. The lens is formed in such a way that the circular dots 
appear as ellipses at distances other than the focal length of the projector. The astigmatic 
lens causes the orientation of the ellipse to change with focus. The combination of depth 
from focus with depth from triangulation is done entirely with the projected dot pattern 
and makes no use of the color camera. This still leaves the limitations of shadowing and 
resolution loss that comes from using a structured light technique. With this patented 




Figure 5: Kinect sensors and dot projection 
 
The Kinect returns two separate image streams, an 11-bit depth image 
corresponding to tenths of a millimeter to create a 640x480 image, and an 8-bit RGB 
image. The bit depth of the depth image is the result of the Kinect’s range and z-axis 
resolution, a minimum observable distance of 0.8 meters and a maximum distance of 4 
meters. The depth accuracy degrades over distance as result of the fixed dot pattern, 
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where the increased distance between dots causes larger errors [26]. This affects 
applications that require high-accuracy depth, especially when the subject is approaching 
the maximum operating range. The Kinect was not designed to be a high-resolution 
solution; it was designed to provide rough depth estimates for a room-sized play area. 
Finding the 3D structure for an entire person in a room allows the sensor to be used 
simultaneously for more complex tasks, such as body gesture recognition. 
2.3. Skeletal Recognition 
The problem of body pose detection can be solved with 3D and temporal 
information faster and more accurately than with color silhouettes alone [27]. The body’s 
depth silhouette can be separated from the background through spatial-temporal analysis 
[28] or  by identifying human-like features [29]. Using time and structure eliminates the 
need for color information. Color information is prone to errors caused by lighting, 
certain body poses, complex background textures, and small variations in scale.  
Using depth information, the gesture recognition has two common approaches. 
The first, using the segmented information for direct body gesture recognition, computes 
features and classifies them into pre-determined gestures [30]. The second approach 
segments individual skeletal joints to determine the body pose without directly 
classifying the gesture performed [31]. The advantage of individual skeletal joint 
recognition is the ability to recognize additional gestures based on the relative position 
and movement of body parts. The gestures can be designed for particular applications 
while using the same framework. Ideally, the framework should be able to segment the 
body from the scene and recognize important skeletal joints in real-time, so that the 
system can detect any performed gestures and provide responsive feedback for the user. 
By computing a large number of very simple features at each pixel on the depth 
image, Shotton et al. [3] developed a technique to efficiently and accurately find 
important skeletal joints. The simple nature of the features allows them to be computed 
using efficient parallel hardware, and the resulting descriptor is discriminative enough to 
distinguish body regions. The feature compares the value of nearby pixels for every pixel 
on the image and produces a set of features that can describe the pixel’s relationship with 
its neighbors and the background [32]. The simple features are used to train a set of 
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randomized decision forests, which consist of ensembles of decision trees [32]. The trees 
are trained by generating a 100,000 synthetic depth body poses with automatically 
labeled regions. The final output of these trees assigns each pixel one of 31 possible body 
part labels. Groups of pixel labels are then used to find joints based on the center of the 
labeled joint regions. Because the feature extraction, classification, and joint recognition 
can be computed in parallel, the algorithm can be run efficiently on every frame of the 
Kinect depth information. This efficiency eliminates the need for tracking joints across 
frames or requiring an initial user calibration step. The method may fail when the 
observed body differs from any of the poses or body shapes generated by the graphical 
modeling software. This can happen when the body is unnaturally contorted or labeled 
regions are completely occluded by other body parts. Each skeletal joint is given a 
confidence based on the pixel labeling, so that any joint that is not found can be excluded 
from further processing. 
There are two software libraries that implement skeletal joint recognition using 
the Kinect sensor, the Official Microsoft SDK using the method described above, and 
Prime Sense’s NITE skeletal joint tracker package [4].  The primary difference between 
the libraries is the initial calibration step required by NITE allows the library to estimate 
the placement of occluded or hard-to-find skeletal joints. This calibration step, the strong-
man pose shown in Figure 6, can be difficult for some users to perform. 
 
  
Figure 6: NITE calibration pose 
 
The returned skeletal joints from both libraries can be automatically overlaid on 
the depth image and rectified with the color image. The libraries provide the projective 
transform so that the skeletal joint locations can be used in conjunction with color image, 
as well as the 3D space from which they originated. For visualization, the projected joints 
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are shown in the context of the 2D scene as feedback for the user’s body placement. For 
interaction or further gesture recognition, the 3D points in space can be used to judge the 
distance and velocity of the joints relative to one another. The 3D joint locations are in 
the same space as the original depth information, allowing more complex interaction with 
the environment. 
2.4. Gesture & Head Pose Controlled Interfaces 
With a large format or public display, touch control has the disadvantage of 
placing the user in physical contact with the display which limits the user’s interaction 
area and prevents other forms of non-contact based interaction. Defining non-contact 
gestures to control a display provides an opportunity to allow more human-like 
interaction with computers [33]. Natural gestures allow for limited training and a 
satisfying experience for the user. The accuracy of the gestures and feedback provided to 
the user is an important part of the interface. The most natural gesture to interact with a 
computer screen mimics the physical pointer devices that users understand [34]. The 
hand point gesture allows the user to control a much wider screen, without equipment or 
a physical pointing device. The pointer is well understood as a focus for additional 
interaction inputs and as an interaction tool on its own. The technique used to find the 
pointing target greatly affects the user’s interaction experience, as methods vary in 
accuracy and ease of use. Using only the hand to direct a ray that controls the pointer on 
the screen can produce very high clicking accuracy, but requires a high-resolution hand 
recognition system and can cause hand fatigue from tight muscle control. If the hand is 
treated as a relative position cursor, where the movement of the entire hand in space 
mimics the planar movement of the mouse, then larger displays limit the range of the 
gesture, as the relative hand motion is limited to the arm span of the user. Hand rotations 
can also control a pointer to interact with large displays [35], but are limited in degrees of 
freedom and are less intuitive to use. By using head pose to assist the point accuracy, the 
interaction between the two inputs becomes more complicated. Head pose can be used to 
better identify the target of the point gesture [36] or to replace the hand as the pointing 
tool for the display [37]. Using head pose is not intuitive as a pointing tool because the 
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head location may not directly correspond to the intended target if the eye gaze is not 
aligned with head pose.  
Once the target is found, finding independent gestures is more challenging. The 
gesture to activate the target, akin to a mouse click, can be performed with the same hand 
by using a hold-to-click method. Delaying the response of interaction makes the method 
hard to learn and frustrating to use efficiently. Clicking using fingers requires a high-
accuracy system, and finger movement can disrupt pointing to the target when it is most 
crucial. Moving the entire hand in a ‘dart throwing’ motion also disrupts the focus of the 
cursor, but it is easily recognized and natural to use [38]. Using the other hand to perform 
the selection action results in less disruptive to the focus gesture and allows the gesture to 
be chosen based on ease of recognition and usability instead of interface constraints [1]. 
By using both hands and the head pose of the user, the interactive display has more 
methods for accurate and natural interaction. 
2.5. Expression Recognition 
Expression recognition can be accomplished using facial feature points and 
classification in manifold space [39]. The facial feature points are found using an ASM, 
which reduces the complexity of the face representation from hundreds of pixels to a 
relatively small number of important points. Manifold learning involves identifying a low 
dimensional manifold inside the high dimensional space where the data resides. For 
expression recognition, this manifold would have groupings of similar expressions, 
allowing for simple classification methods to identify expression. Figure 7 shows an 
example of the three most important dimensions of a manifold of facial expressions. 
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Figure 7: Expression recognition manifold 
 
The manifold learning method used here relies on a dimensionality reduction 
technique known as Supervised Locality Preserving Projections (SLPP) [40]. This 
technique is a more flexible alternative to PCA, and has many of the same properties as 
non-linear mappings. The supervised nature of the technique allows for tighter class 
groupings by adjusting the input parameters. Once the mapping is found for projecting 
the training faces onto the manifold, any test face can also be mapped onto the same 
manifold. To classify the expression on the manifold, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
is used to find the optimal boundaries between classes. The SVM can operate in the same 
space as the manifold, or can use a different kernel to define non-linear boundaries. The 
radial basis function (RBF) kernel allows the SVM to implicitly extend the data points 
into a higher dimensional space, creating a linear boundary in the higher dimensional 
space but a non-linear boundary in the lower dimensional space. The SVM classifier is 
optimal for near real-time classification on a complex multi-class space, because it can be 
trained offline to predict accurate class boundaries, and run quickly in real-time by 
evaluating the linear support vectors generated for each class. 
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2.6. Bosphorus Database: 3D Facial Expressions 
To train models to recognize facial expressions for interactive displays, a training 
set is needed that exhibits all the variations found during use. When using a sensor that 
returns both color and depth information, the images’ quality and registration to each 
other are important in the processing steps that follow. The quality and resolution of the 
image determines how much information can be accurately extracted for use in facial 
feature point fitting and expression recognition. The color and depth image registration is 
then important in ensuring that the two sources of information can be used together. The 
Bosphorus database [41] accomplishes registering color and depth images by using a 
Inspeck Mega Capturor II Digitizer [42]. This sensor captures high resolution 3D images 
using depth from stereo under controlled lighting conditions and a narrow field of view 
and depth of field as compared to the Kinect sensor. It is designed primarily for 
professional animators doing facial motion capture and modeling. 
The Bosphorus image database contains 105 subjects (60 men, 45 women) 
performing expressions with up to 24 facial feature points per image. The subjects are all 
Caucasian age 25 to 35 and 27 of the subjects were professional actors or actresses. Of 
the male subjects, 18 have a large beard or mustache and 15 others have visible facial 
hair. Partial occlusion of the face by hands, eyeglasses, or long hair was captured for 
every subject. Changes in pose and occlusions affected the number of facial feature 
points labeled per subject, where no feature point was annotated when the facial feature 
was occluded due to pose. The annotated points were separated into 2D points on a color 
image, and 3D points in a point cloud produced by the sensor. The expressions were split 
into two groups, partial expressions coded by the FACS [43] system and universal 
expressions [44]. Changes in pose were never accompanied by non-neutral expressions or 
other occlusions, but the recorded pose is only an estimate due to difficulties in 
standardizing the motion of the subjects. The variety of subjects and expressions captured 
in the database is an important part of training a robust model to find facial feature points. 
Previous work that used the Bosphorus database focused on 3D information and 
facial expressions. Work by Kaiser et al. [11], [45] used the Bosphorus database to train a 
3D ASM for use on a 2D dataset. Other work shows that expressions affect facial 
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recognition accuracy [46] and facial landmark placement [47]. The database authors 
further investigate finding the expressions described by the Facial Action Coding System 
(FACS) coding through a fusion of 2D and 3D data [48], [49]. These works focus on 
finding expression and facial landmarks using 2D and 3D data are directly applicable to 
the work proposed here with important differences. The first difference is that high 
resolution scans in the database are not completely utilized here due to the low-resolution 
nature of the Kinect sensor as a demonstration platform. The second important difference 
is that the techniques used by previous work did not include training an ASM that 
combined color and depth information to find the landmark points. The work by H. 
Dibeklioglu et al. [47] also investigates finding facial landmarks on the Bosphorus 
database under expression variations using global 3D probability maps. The trends in 
facial feature point accuracy can be compared to results of this thesis. 
The methods explained in this chapter were rigorously tested and the quantifiable 
results on the Bosphorus database are explained to reveal the successes and shortcomings 
of this thesis in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 Model Building and Fitting Techniques 
This chapter explains the methods and reasoning behind building an Active Shape Model 
that combines color and depth information using the Kinect and the Bosphorus database. 
The evaluation techniques cover expression recognition in the context of facial feature 
point placement determined by the combined ASM as well as using fast and accurate 
expression classification in the interactive display. 
3.1. Capturing Faces with Kinect 
The first step in using the Kinect sensor to fit an ASM is to extract the face region 
and filter it so that the ASM can fit it reliably. To perform this, the skeletal tracker must 
return the head and neck locations and the silhouette of the body. The body silhouette 
used for skeletal tracking is also used to mask the background and leave only the pixels 
corresponding to the subject’s body. Next, the head and neck co-ordinates given by the 
skeletal tracker and are used to reliably find the head region. The head region is extracted 
into a fixed 100x100 pixel window based on the average size of the head at the optimal 
display interaction range from the Kinect sensor. The center of the fixed window is where 
the 3D head co-ordinate is projected into the image plane. Once the head region has been 
extracted, a variable length temporal median filter is used to remove the random depth 
noise from the Kinect. The 10-frame median filter does introduce some delay and noise 
during changes in head pose, but the filter’s length can be reduced during motion to limit 
the effects. After filtering, the 16-bit depth data produced by the Kinect is shifted to 8-
bits, so it can be easily compared and stored alongside the 8-bit color data. To perform 
this shift, a smaller face region is extracted based on the distance between the neck and 
head joints in 3D space. This region’s smallest non-zero depth value is used to shift the 
16-bit range to an 8-bit range. This shifting technique works because the depth resolution 
of the returned Kinect data corresponds to approximately 1mm, while the average head is 
less than 255mm deep. These 100x100 images generally contain a 40x60 pixel face 
region that can be processed directly or the entire image can be saved for later use. 
Because the exact region of the face in the image is unknown without finding and fitting 
the face region, the whole 100x100 image is saved for evaluation purposes. When the 
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system is running, the images are passed directly to the ASM fitting method for 
processing. 
3.1.1 Depth-Color Channel Registration & Storage 
The supporting Kinect libraries perform an efficient projective transform on the 
depth image to ensure that it matches the perspective of the color image. This is done so 
that the steps done to transform, crop, filter, and shift the depth image do not impact the 
quality or placement of the face in the color image. The same cropped window based on 
the skeletal location can be used for the color information. The final storage step requires 
obtaining the intensity image of the 3 color channels (red, green, blue) returned by the 
Kinect’s color camera. This color conversion to grayscale would be required later for 
training the Active Shape Model, but with the inclusion of the 8-bit depth image the two 
channels can be stored in a single image. To ease storage, processing and viewing, a 3 
channel image container is used. The order of the channels is specified by the following 
format: the first channel is the grayscale color intensity, the second channel is depth, and 
the third channel repeats the grayscale color intensity. The composite image in RGB 
color space shows depth like a green mask over a purple person, as shown in Figure 8. 
The false color image does not correspond to the image processed by the Active Shape 
Model, but does aid manual visual checks to ensure that the depth data correctly lines up 
with the color data. The transparent overlay also allows for the color information and the 
depth information to be shown simultaneously. 
 
 
Figure 8: Face images from Kinect. (From left to right: RGB, depth, gray + depth + gray, RGB 
image with depth alpha channel) 
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3.2. Transforming the Face Database 
To match the high-resolution scans in the Bosphorus database with the low 
resolution depth produced by the Kinect sensor in the interactive display system, the 
high-resolution scans were transformed into images that were similar to those produced 
by Kinect. This was accomplished by projecting the point cloud data from the 3D scanner 
onto a 2D image. The projection is done by taking each point and masking the 
background points, finding and shifting by the minimum depth value, scaling to 8 bits, 
and reshaping the remaining points into a 2D image. As an additional complication, the 
2D color image from the database is a different, non-constant resolution than the 3D 
point cloud. Fortunately, the aspect ratios of the two images are always equal and 
correctly registered. Thus, to fit the images into a fixed size container without causing 
distortion, the depth image’s largest dimension is scaled to 60 pixels and placed into a 
100x100 image. The color image and the feature point locations are scaled to the same 
dimensions as the depth image and placed in separate channels of the same image, 
matching the format and process of the faces captured with the Kinect. The biggest 
difference arises because of the noise content; the scans have much higher depth accuracy 
and contrast than the images taken from the Kinect. This is evident in Figure 9, where the 
eyes, nose, and mouth are much more distinct in the scaled depth image than from depth 
images from the Kinect 
 
 
Figure 9: Transformed face images from the Bosphorus database 
 
After all of the scans in the database have been transformed, the scans which did 
not have enough annotated facial feature points were eliminated. Of the 24 possible facial 
feature points 16 were chosen based on their discriminative locations and popularity in 
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the database. The choice of facial feature points eliminates large variations in pose, but 
preserves changes in expression, facial structure, and facial hair that can obscure the 
facial feature. The fixed number of points is necessary for ASM training and expression 
recognition. The chosen required points are labeled in Figure 10 on a full resolution color 
sample from the database. 
 
 
Figure 10: Facial feature point annotations on face 
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The major downside in using a subset of the annotated points is the higher ASM 
variability that is caused by having insufficient number of points to constrain the shape. 
The shape fits faster with a smaller number of points, but the additional points available 
may have caused additional errors because of the difficulty in placement at low 
resolutions. As discussed previously, the point placement is a major factor in the training 
and performance of any ASM. If more feature points were required on every scan used to 
train the ASM, fewer subjects with fewer expressions would be available for training. 
Then, as done by previous work using the Bosphorus data set, the expressions 
were divided into the six universal expressions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sadness, 
and Surprise) and FACS coded expressions. Some subjects only displayed a subset of the 
six universal expressions that contained the necessary points. Only the happy expression 
was captured from most of the subjects and was recorded twice for one subject. All 
subjects displayed the neutral expression at least once and had multiple expressions 
coded with FACS. These non-universal expressions were grouped into a single partial 
expression category, and comprised the majority of the usable data set. The number of 
images per expression class and number of subjects are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Emotion subject distribution 
Emotions Anger Disgust Fear Happy Sadness Surprise 
Subjects 71 69 70 104 66 71 
Images 71 69 70 105 66 71 
 
The distribution of the images between classes affects both training and testing, as 
classes that are not well represented may not perform well due to lack of training data. 
The neutral grouping includes only the frontal neutral expression from all of the subjects, 
with most subjects having more than one neutral image. The expressive group is the 
concatenation of the individual expressions in the frontal pose. The partial group is made 
up of non-neutral expressions coded with FACS and neutral faces with small changes in 
pose. Table 2 gives the distribution and size of each grouping. Figure 11 gives the 
expression images from one female non-actress subject. Figure 12 shows both the 
changes in pose that are included in the partial category and non-neutral partial 
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expressions coded with FACS. The variability and size of the partial group work 
together, as greater variability can be overcome through sufficient training examples. The 
expressive group has the opposite situation, where large variations in facial feature point 
placement and a small number of training samples make accurate model building and 
fitting difficult. By leveraging both groups during training, the expressive testing group 
gains additional training examples that could benefit the increased variation observed. 
 
Table 2: Image group distribution 
 Neutral Expressive Partial All 
# of Images 299 452 2964 3715 
% of Total 8% 12% 80% 100% 
 
 
Figure 11: Expression group example (From left to right; anger, disgust, fear, happy, sadness, 
and surprise) 
 
Figure 12: Partial group example showing changes in pose and partial expressions 
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It is important to note that other 3D facial expression databases from the Face 
Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) [50] and the Binghamton University 3D Facial 
Expression Database (BU-3DFE) [51] have similar 3D formats, expressions, and 
distributions. The transformation and grouping techniques performed here could be 
applied to other databases. Bosphorus database was chosen based on its availability at no 
cost. 
3.3. Visual Open Statistical Models (VOSM) 
Originally developed by Jia Pei for his doctoral dissertation [52], the now open-
source VOSM library consists of a variety of ASM building and testing techniques. These 
ASM techniques are based on the most efficient and accurate published methods at the 
time [53], and focused on improvements for ASMs on faces following work done by 
Stephen Milborrow master’s thesis [54] and subsequent release of the Stasm ASM library 
[55]. Using this existing ASM library means that previous state of the art ASM 
techniques and theories can be applied, tested, and modified to work with this new image 
format created by the Kinect or by existing 3D face databases. The VOSM library is 
written in C++ with OpenCV, and the implemented fitting techniques are designed for 
maximum speed and accuracy. The ASM techniques implemented in VOSM are all 
designed for single channel, grayscale images, of a face. 
The use of VOSM in this work can be broken down into two related parts: 
building the ASM model, and finding feature points using the ASM model. These two 
tasks are performed by separate programs and have different characteristics. The building 
program requires annotated feature points, corresponding images, and a modeling 
technique, and produces an ASM model that contains the average profiles, trimmed 
covariance matrices, and shape eigenvectors. Given an image and a model, the fitting 
program produces fitted points and calculates the error if ground truth points are 
available. This allows the fitting program to run on both the static database images with 
known feature points and on live images without annotations. The fitting program can 
then show the final fitting results as an image. VOSM only supports two ASM fitting 
techniques: normal profile fitting and 2D profile fitting. 
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3.3.1 Dual Channel Model Building 
To support fitting an ASM on the color intensity (grayscale) and depth images 
without training two separate models, new hybrid ASM fitting techniques were 
implemented into VOSM. These fitting techniques change the behavior of the ASM at the 
profile matching level to account for the color and depth information. Because the points 
are annotated in the same locations for the color and depth channels, the shape constraints 
for the grayscale and depth are identical. This would make the shape constraint step 
redundant in ASM fitting if the two models were treated separately and were allowed to 
fit independently. To address the two channel nature of the new image format, the profile 
building technique creates profile models for the grayscale and the depth images. Using 
2D profile models gives each point a total of four independent profiles: normal grayscale, 
normal depth, tangent grayscale, and tangent depth. These 4 profiles then have 4 separate 
covariance matrices to calculate the Mahalanobis distance at each point. These 4 profiles 
and covariance matrices are created, normalized, stored and accessed independently. The 
building process can choose which channels it samples for profiles, so the enhancement is 
backwards compatible with single channel fitting. This allows single channel models to 
be built from the 3 channel gray-depth-gray container without combining the 3 channels, 
as would be done to reduce a normal RGB image to single channel grayscale. This ASM 
building process can function for any 3 channel image format, where the channels are 
sampled and evaluated independently. 
3.3.2 Dual Channel Model Fitting Techniques 
To perform ASM fitting with a dual-channel model, each of the 4 profiles are 
evaluated at each point by finding the Mahalanobis distance between the saved average 
profile of the model, and the sampled profiles from the image. Considering each profile’s 
direction (normal or tangent) could produce up to four different point update locations 
shown in Table 3, assuming the update location differs between the grayscale and depth 
profiles. 
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Table 3: Profile selection permutations 
 Gray channel tangent Depth channel tangent 
Gray channel normal Gray normal, Gray tangent Gray normal, Depth tangent 
Depth channel normal Depth normal, Gray tangent Depth normal, Depth tangent 
 
To resolve this impasse, a selection technique can choose which channel profile 
per direction, if any, takes precedence. This produces a single 2D update per point on a 
given fitting iteration by applying the selection technique twice, once per direction. Three 
different selection techniques have been implemented in VOSM: a full hybrid approach, 
a hybrid subset approach, and a sequential approach. The hybrid method gives equal 
consideration to both profiles across all points and uses the Mahalanobis distance as a 
voting metric; the profile channel with the smallest weighted distance determines the 
point placement. The weighted distance describes the difference between the sampled 
profile and the average profile, but does not take into account the distance on the image 
between the updated point and the current point. The hybrid selection technique follows a 
‘winner-take-all’ principle, where, on a given iteration, the profile with the best match per 
direction independently determines the update location. The hybrid subset approach does 
not equally consider all points per profile, and instead applies the hybrid approach to only 
a subset of feature points. The points that are not fit by the hybrid approach are then fit 
using a single channel. There are 560 combinations of feature point subsets and channel 
biases (16 points with 3 biases each), but for this work only a single option was 
evaluated. The bias for each point is listed in Table 4, and was chosen based on the 
assumption that the gray channel would fit more accurately on some feature points based 
on preliminary single subject testing. 
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Table 4: Subset point biases 
Feature Point Label  Channel Bias 
Outer left eyebrow Gray only 
Middle left eyebrow Gray only 
Inner left eyebrow Gray only 
Inner right eyebrow Gray only 
Middle right eyebrow None (Full Hybrid) 
Outer right eyebrow None (Full Hybrid) 
Outer left eye corner None (Full Hybrid) 
Inner left eye corner None (Full Hybrid) 
Inner right eye corner None (Full Hybrid) 
Outer right eye corner None (Full Hybrid) 
Nose tip None (Full Hybrid) 
Left mouth corner Gray only 
Upper lip outer middle Gray only 
Right mouth corner Gray only 
Lower lip inner middle Gray only 
Chin middle None (Full Hybrid) 
  
The final selection technique is evaluated is the sequential or stacked approach, 
which uses a sequence of hybrid and single channel techniques for point updates. 
Because there is no limit to how many techniques can be tried, given that every unique 
sequence of techniques can yield a unique result and that the length of the sequence could 
be unspecified, two limits must be imposed to find a sequential technique to evaluate. 
The sequence implemented is fixed in size and order: first depth, then grayscale, then full 
hybrid. In theory, this allows the rough depth profiles to localize the facial feature point 
region, the grayscale to refine the region further to the point location, and the hybrid 
technique to dynamically choose the closest profile for the final fitting. This has a similar 
effect to stacking 3 ASMs on top of each other, with the final fitting result from the 
previous model acting as the starting point for the next model. This approach has some 
drawbacks, the most obvious being the long fitting time. This fitting technique could take 
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3 times as long as the individual models, if each model runs for its maximum number of 
iterations. The advantage to this model is also the large number of iterations available to 
fit points that are far from the starting location. 
In addition to the two channel techniques, the single channel techniques can be 
compared using the same image format by specifying the desired channel and profile 
model in the fitting program. This allows the two channel techniques to be directly and 
accurately compared to the single channel techniques without having to build two 
additional single channel models for the grayscale and depth channels. 
3.3.2.1 Using depth information for better initialization 
VOSM’s use of OpenCV allows for the efficient application of the Viola-Jones 
object detector to localize the face and prominent facial features. The face region is 
already fixed in the image using either skeletal joint locations or the transformed 
database. The eyes and mouth are large and distinctive enough to be treated as objects 
and are used to initialize the first ASM fit. The initial point placement greatly impacts the 
accuracy of the model, requiring the most accurate locations of the eyes and mouth for 
the fastest and most accurate model fitting. For the low-resolution images used for 
training in this work, the Viola-Jones object detector has problems finding the exact 
locations of the eyes and mouth. To remedy this issue, the depth is used in conjunction 
with some basic structural knowledge about the face. In near-frontal poses for the face 
region, the tip of the nose is the closest to the camera and has the smallest depth 
measurement. This closest point information is already used in the depth shifting 
normalization, and can be used again to find the location of the nose on the face. 
Assuming upright orientation and knowing of the location of the nose and rough 
estimates about the scale of the face, candidates for the eye region can be proposed. 
These regions can then be searched for the maximum depth value, corresponding roughly 
to the farthest point in the eye socket from the camera. Then, the location of the mouth is 
estimated using the location of nose shifted downward by a fraction of the face width. 
This mouth finding technique has an advantage over Viola-Jones object detection, 
because the closed mouth that the Viola-Jones object detector was trained to find looks 
very different than an open mouth observed during the fear or surprise expressions. The 
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technique for finding eye locations is notably problematic without prior knowledge of the 
eye width because the ASM model expects the center of the eyes for initial placement 
instead of the inner corner of the eyes. 
The trade-offs involved between these two location finding techniques led to 
another hybrid approach, where the eye locations are found using the Viola-Jones 
detector and the mouth is found based on the relative position of the nose. Figure 13 
shows two false color images and a grayscale image with the hybrid locations and one 
color image with the depth only candidate locations. 
 
 
Figure 13: Candidate locations on different image formats (From left to right: eye and mouth 
locations on a frontal neutral face from the database, eye and nose locations on an RGB face 
from the Kinect sensor, eye and mouth locations on a left facing neutral face, eye, mouth and 
nose location on a left facing neutral face in grayscale)  
 
3.3.3 General Performance and Usability Enhancements 
To evaluate the true accuracy and run time performance of the single and multi-
channel models using VOSM, additional reporting options and efficiency measures are 
required. By default, the sample VOSM fitting program only reports the fitting time on 
each image and an image of the face with the fitted feature points. A detailed reporting 
option outputs an image showing the current fitted shape after a fitting iteration and uses 
the ground truth points to return the average point accuracy expressed as a percentage of 
pixels within a certain distance for the entire image set. The existing reporting options do 
not include the final point error in pixels or the point error per iteration. These options 
were added to boost performance while recording results; so instead of saving an image 
to disk during the fitting process, the points are saved in memory and later written to disk 
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on an image and in a result file. Additionally, to evaluate the candidate locations, the best 
eye and mouth locations were estimated from the ground truth annotations and compared 
to the proposed initial locations. The complete list of recorded information is detailed in 
Table 5 in the same order in which it appears in the result file. 
 
Table 5: Fitting results recorded 
Label Entries Recording 
Interval 
Units 
Distance from ground truth 
annotations per point  
16 Every Iteration Pixels 
Total landmark distance 1 Every Iteration Pixels 
Average landmark distance 1 Every Iteration Pixels 
Candidate point distance 3 Final Fitting Pixels 
Fitting time 1 Final Fitting Milliseconds 
Total deviation 1 Every Iteration Unit less 
Distance frequency 20 Every Iteration % of landmarks  
within (0-19) 
pixels 
Fitted point locations 32 Every Iteration X-Y location in 
pixels 
Image with drawn feature 
points 
The number of 
iterations 
Every Iteration Image 
 
3.4. Summary of Methodology 
For this work, two different image sources were considered; one is a live stream 
from a Kinect sensor without any ground truth annotations for facial feature points or 
expression and the other is a 3D facial expression database with feature points and 
labeled expressions that was transformed so that it would appear similar to the images 
taken with the Kinect sensor. The transformation and normalization of the database 
required a new process and false color image format container (gray-depth-gray), while 
the Kinect images required temporal median filtering and cropping based on skeletal 
point information. To train an Active Shape Model with the false color images, the 
transformed images and annotation points were used to create 4 separate profile models. 
Two of the profile models were similar to existing ASM profile building methods, using 
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grayscale information in two orthogonal directions of the profile point on the shape. The 
two new profile models were created by the depth channel of the image from the same 
locations and directions as the grayscale profile. These 4 profiles were then used to fit on 
similar false color images though a new hybrid profile selection technique. Three variants 
of this hybrid technique were proposed for evaluation: a full hybrid technique, a subset 
hybrid technique, and a sequential technique. Table 6 contains a summary of the new 
methods proposed that utilize both the color and depth information. 
 
Table 6: Profile fitting techniques 
Technique Description 
Full hybrid profile 
fitting 
Uses both grayscale and depth profiles on all points 
Grayscale profile fitting Uses only grayscale profiles 
Depth profile fitting Uses only depth profiles 
Sequential / stacked 
profile fitting 
Uses depth profiles, then grayscale profiles, then both 
profiles 
Subset profile fitting Uses both profiles on selected points and the grayscale 
profile on the remaining points 
 




Searches the depth image to find the nose and eye corners 
Viola-Jones candidate 
locations 
Uses the grayscale image to identity the eyes and mouth 
Hybrid candidate 
locations 
Finds the mouth from the depth image and the eyes from 
the grayscale image. 
Ground truth candidate 
locations 
Uses the point annotations 
 
 Additional changes to the ASM fitting library allowed for detailed analysis of the 
results, including comparing a new starting candidate location technique based on depth 
information. The analysis is done by comparing accuracy and fitting time across fitting 
techniques, candidate locations, and image groups. 
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Chapter 4 below details the results of each of these new methods on the 
Bosphorus database as well as some examples of images taken from the Kinect without 
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Chapter 4 Experiment Parameters and Results 
Experimental results on the runtime and accuracy of the ASM for the new fitting 
techniques and candidate locations were obtained using the transformed Bosphorus 
database. The effects of individual parameters can be better isolated by controlling and 
reporting the exact settings used for model building and training. To further ensure the 
soundness of the testing process, a 10-fold cross validation set was used, leaving 
approximately 10 subjects in each fold of the training process, so that the fitting process 
would run only on images it did not encounter during training. This keeps each validation 
fold independent, but not necessarily subject exclusive, as test subjects were randomly 
chosen without regard to their membership other folds. The results presented herein are 
the average of the 10 sets, as the mean best shows the behavior of the models under 
varying subjects and test conditions. 
 The testing process has 4 different image sets used to build ASMs and 10 image 
sets used to test those 4 models. The training image groups are defined by the 4 image 
groups in the Bosphorus database detailed in Table 2, and the testing image groups 
expand on those groups by adding one additional category for each of the 6 universal 
expressions. The testing process includes running all 5 fitting techniques with each model 
on each test image set. The 5 fitting techniques include the 3 new hybrid based 
techniques explained in Section 3.3.2 and 2 single channel techniques using only the 
grayscale and depth information. Four candidate location techniques are tested for each 
model, test image set, and method. Three of the candidate techniques are based on the 
methods described in Section 3.3.2.1. The fourth candidate technique is for comparison 
only and uses the feature point ground truth information to propose candidate locations 
without error. This exhaustive parameter test gives 800 tests per validation fold or 8,000 
total tests fitting at most 300 images per test producing up to 2,400,000 individual fitting 
results totaling 51.5GB of result files. 
4.1. Candidate Techniques 
Because of the known sensitivity of the ASM to initial placement, the first step in 
obtaining results is to isolate the largest expected cause of errors. Since there is no known 
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ground truth for the candidate locations, as the center of eyes and mouth are not included 
in the annotated feature point list, they must be derived from the surrounding points by 
finding the midpoint between the two object corners. The distance between the derived 
ground truth and the proposed location is used as an error metric for the candidate 
placement techniques discussed. To show that this error metric is related to the final 
fitting error, the derived ground truth is also used as a candidate technique and the final 
average fitting error is compared in Figure 14. The proposed ground truth locations have 




Figure 14: Fitting technique errors across candidate locations 
  
The existing Viola-Jones object detection for finding the eyes and mouth has very 
poor accuracy in finding the center of the mouth as shown in Figure 16. Also interesting 
to note is the large difference between the left eye and right eye accuracy. The eye on the 
left (from the viewer’s perspective) has nearly zero error, and the right eye has up to 3.5 
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pixels of error on average. The placement discrepancy is clearly visible on a sample 
happy expression in Figure 15.  
 
Figure 15: A sample of Viola-Jones candidate placements 
 
 
Figure 16: Test set errors across V-J candidate locations 
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The min-max depth search technique for finding the eye corners and the nose has 
higher accuracy than the Viola-Jones detector in finding the mouth. The min-max 
technique has much lower accuracy in finding the left or right eye as shown Figure 17. 
Noting the change in scale between Figure 16 and Figure 17, the eye points in the min-
max search more than doubled the placement error of the largest error in the Viola-Jones 
locations. Again, a 3 pixel difference between the left and right eyes with this technique 
is difficult to explain. The mouth location outperforms the Viola-Jones technique, leading 
to creation of the hybrid approach shown in Figure 18, which combines the eye points 
from Viola-Jones and the mouth point from the nose search. 
 
 
Figure 17: Test set errors across min-max candidate locations 
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Figure 18: Test set errors across hybrid candidate locations 
 
The hybrid location technique has lower error than the previous two techniques, 
excluding the ground truth based method. This hybrid method is the only location 
technique considered for the following results, as it is the most accurate method. The 
accuracy results of the candidate technique also affect the accuracy of the final fitting. 
The different errors per location change across expressions, giving some insight into how 
the true location moves relative to the proposed candidate location. For example, the 
surprise and fear expressions are the only test expressions where the mouth point has 
higher error than either eye points. This relates to the movement of the mouth during 
these expressions as illustrated in Figure 19, where the red dots are the hybrid points and 
the blue dots are from ground truth. Of note is the fear face showing the result of finding 
the bottom of the lip as the nose location due to depth noise in the mouth. 
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Figure 19: Faces with candidate locations (From left to right: surprised, angry, fear, neutral) 
 
4.2. Trained Models 
The models trained with different images have very similar pixel errors, with 
trends based on testing sets and methods. When considering Figure 20, note the degraded 
performance of the expressive training set across most test sets. The expressive training 
set contains more images than the neutral, but has equal or lower accuracy on labeled 
expressions and partial expressions. Aside from the expressive model, the differences 
between the models are smaller than the differences between the test sets. The test set 
size varies between the expressions and the partial category, with the total accuracy 
weighted more heavily towards the results of the partial expression test set that composes 
the majority of the test images.  
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Figure 20: Training set errors across test sets 
 
The effect of the training set can also be observed over the fitting methods in 
Figure 21 and Figure 22. The tested fitting methods are enumerated in Table 6, and 
remain in the same order for all of the figures in this document.  
Because the results for the entire testing set are similar in accuracy, the results for 
the expression set and the whole test set are used to gauge the differences between 
methods. This can help identify problems with methods used on certain expressions in 
following sections. Again, the methods have a much larger effect on the accuracy than 
the training model, with similar trends showing the expressive training set to always 
perform worse than any other training model. The overall average and the other 
categories perform similarly well across all test methods, and also have the most images 
in common with each other. 
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Figure 21: Fitting methods errors across training sets 
 
 
Figure 22: Training set errors across fitting methods 
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The training sets must also be compared with fitting time, to determine if 
accuracy of each model is related to its fitting time. This is shown to not be the case in 
Figure 23, where the fitting times are approximately 6ms across all test sets. The fitting 
time is directly related to the number of iterations performed to fit a given face, so when 
the fitting time is equal it means the number of iterations is equal. The same effect can be 
seen when comparing fitting techniques to models in Figure 24. 
 
 
Figure 23: Test set fitting times across training sets 
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Figure 24: Fitting methods times across training sets 
 
4.3. Fitting Techniques 
The five methods tested have significantly different performance and accuracy 
characteristics. It is also important to consider the error on individual feature points, 
because certain feature points may be important in further processing steps or may 
behave differently than the error as a whole. The first issue to consider is the average 
performance of each technique across points, as shown in Figure 25. This is where the 
candidate location accuracy becomes important; the left eye points have significantly 
lower error than the right eye points. Greater error around the mouth is also expected, as 
with expressions, the shape of the mouth can change significantly, affecting the candidate 
location and fitting result. 
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Figure 25: Landmark location errors across fitting techniques 
 
 The error is concentrated around the same points, regardless of technique as 
shown in Figure 26. The important difference is that the hybrid techniques can match or 
outperform the single channel techniques at every point. The relatively small average 
differences at each point are shown to be important later for expression recognition, 
which is very sensitive to certain point errors.  The breakdown of this average is given in 
Figure 27, where the majority of the error is contributed by the sequential technique. 
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Figure 26: Average fitting technique error across landmark points on surprise 
 
 
Figure 27: Landmark location errors across fitting techniques on surprise 
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Figure 28: Landmark location errors across fitting techniques on fear 
 
The trends in error are similar across similar expressions, as fear and surprise both 
cause the mouth to be open, distorting it from its closed shape. The location techniques 
can then be compared on average, knowing that the distribution of point errors is be 
similar. Figure 29 gives a clear understanding of which techniques are favored by what 
test sets. The subset technique performs the best across the test sets, outperforming or 
matching the full hybrid and full grayscale techniques. The stacked technique performs 
very poorly on expressions that do not match the neutral assumption of the ASM (happy, 
surprise, and fear), but equals the performance of the best techniques on expressions that 
are closer to neutral. This behavior is explained later by looking at the fitting results over 
multiple iterations. 
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Figure 29: Test set error across fitting techniques 
 
Figure 30 shows the breakdown of feature points over all of the test sets. This 
shows which expressions cause a good or poor fit on certain points, by taking the average 
of the fitting techniques. 
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Figure 30: Landmark location errors across test sets 
 
The errors around the mouth are again the most dynamic, with happy, surprise, 
and fear having the largest errors at the mouth corners. For the happy expression, this 
means that the smile is not fit properly by the ASM. This could be due to the many 
neutral faces utilized for ASM training. These errors can also be attributed to poor 
starting locations, as the ground truth based locations had significantly less error across 
all test sets as shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Test set errors across fitting techniques with ground truth locations 
 
In the case of near perfect starting locations, the full hybrid technique performs 
the best, beating the performance of the subset technique. The difference lies in the 
grayscale fitting error, which causes the technique to perform more fitting iterations and 
diverge from the close starting location. The depth-only technique causes the sequential 
technique to diverge, as it did previously. But again, when comparing the test sets across 
points in Figure 32, the happy smile points are clearly misfit. This shows a clear lack of 
shape knowledge caused by the small number of smiling faces present in the trained 
model (only ~3% of all training faces). This can be remedied in the future by preserving 
more shape variation by increasing the number of principle components saved by the  
model, or by decreasing the size of the training set to include a higher percentage of 
happy faces. The error on the chin with anger also shows the lack of profile knowledge 
that is caused by the expression. 
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Figure 32: Landmark location errors across test sets with ground truth locations 
 
4.3.1 Timing & Efficiency Comparison 
To complete the evaluation of the fitting techniques, the fitting times are shown in 
Figure 33. The sequential approach has the clear disadvantage of almost 3 times the 
fitting time as any single channel technique. The gray subset technique also performs 
poorly here, but this increase in fitting iterations can be attributed to its higher accuracy. 
The full hybrid technique performs the most consistently across all of the techniques, and 
has a reasonable accuracy. A comparison in Figure 34 shows the large changes in fitting 
time for small changes in accuracy. 
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Figure 33: Test set fitting times across fitting techniques 
 
 
Figure 34: Average point error and fitting time across fitting techniques 
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To better quantify this relationship between speed and accuracy, a derived metric 
of pixels of error per millisecond of fitting time can be used. Equation (5) shows that the 
efficiency metric is the product of the error in pixels (Ep) and the fitting time (Tf). 
 
          (5) 
 
A lower value shows the method is more efficient, where higher values show 
either a long fitting time or poor accuracy. Figure 35 shows the poor performance of the 
sequential technique, and that the full hybrid technique barely edges out the grayscale 
only technique in terms of efficiency. The subset technique, while more accurate than any 
other technique, takes longer to produce accuracy not far from other techniques. This 
comparison cannot show a trend, where additional fitting iterations on the grayscale 
technique will never equal the same accuracy as the subset technique. 
 
 
Figure 35: Efficiency metric across fitting techniques 
 
The triumph of two of the three hybrid techniques in accuracy under some 
expressions comes with a fitting time complexity cost. The additional accuracy gained is 
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an important factor in choosing techniques, but the single channel methods still perform 
well under certain conditions. The justification in accuracy can be made if the use of the 
points takes significantly longer than finding the points. 
4.3.2 Accuracy over Time 
To understand why the techniques perform as they do at certain feature points, it 
is helpful to see how the fitting accuracy changes between iterations. Figure 36 shows the 
average error at each point over the fitting process. This shows that while most points 
converge before 5 iterations, some points diverge over time. The error graphs show the 
average number of fitting iterations when the slope of the line becomes zero The zero 
slopes indicate no change in point placement occurred over multiple iterations, which is 
also the terminating condition of all ASM fitting techniques. 
The lower lip inner middle point diverges at a similar rate to the chin point. This 
can be attributed to the shape constraint pulling the point away as a nearby point 
diverges. If the points around the mouth are poorly initialized, they will move away from 
the desired landmark and may pull nearby points with them until the shape constraint 
prevents them. Because of the local nature of the profile, if the initial point does not fall 
within a profile length of the desired feature (7 pixels) the profile may diverge and can 
only be corrected by the shape constraint to fall within the range of the desired landmark.  
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Figure 36: Landmark location error over time with the subset technique 
 
Further examination of the points’ behavior over time can reveal why the 
sequential method diverges so often and so extremely. As shown in Figure 37, the mouth 
corner points converge similarly across methods, but diverge at different rates. This gives 
the sequential technique a huge disadvantage, as it can diverge farther than any other 
techniques because it can iterate for 3 times as long. The full hybrid approach performs 
the best, converging just as well as the other techniques, and stopping before diverging. 
This is caused by the two channel profiles oscillating directions, causing the point to 
remain stationary. In this case, the subset technique inherits more error because this point 
is tied to the grayscale channel profiles, but the point behaves slightly differently than the 
grayscale technique because of shape constraints imposed by the neighboring points that 
are fit with the full hybrid technique. 
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Figure 37: Mouth corner point errors over time 
 
The other interesting feature is the different behavior of the two corners. As the 
right mouth corner converges, the left mouth corner diverges at the same rate. This can be 
caused by a shape constraint that does not model the moldable structure of the mouth 
well. If the shape constraint is too tight, it will pull the correct point away to fit another 
point. If the shape constraint is too loose, it will not correct the point based on the correct 
locations of the points surrounding it. For the entire test set, the left and right mouth 
corners perform differently, but with a particular expression, the points do behave 
differently, as shown in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: Mouth corner point errors over time on surprise 
 
The profiles behave very differently under the surprise expression compared to 
the average. Again, the left and right corners behave differently, but now the depth 
profile causes much of the error in the stacked method. The hybrid technique now has 
trouble converging as well as the grayscale method because of the highly inaccurate 
depth profile. This depth profile convergence can be attributed to the open mouth 
changing the profile from the more common closed mouth profile. This open mouth 
problem was seen previously when examining the landmark points over expressions, and 
can be confirmed by the similar behavior of the fear expression. Figure 39 shows the 
mouth corner points behave very similarly to the corner points during surprise. Figure 40 
shows a different behavior caused by the happy expression, where the depth profile does 
not cause the divergence.  
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Figure 39: Mouth corner point errors over time on fear 
 
 
Figure 40: Mouth corner point errors over time on happy 
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To further understand how the techniques perform on all of the points, it is important to 
consider that each point’s accuracy is affected by nearby points. For the full hybrid 
technique, the tendency is to converge quickly and then stop is shown by Figure 41. 
 
 
Figure 41: Landmark location error over time using the full hybrid technique 
 
The low number of iterations required to converge is reflected in the fitting time 
and efficiency. Although the technique is more computationally expensive, as it is 
essentially evaluating twice as many profiles as single channel techniques, it converges in 
fewer fitting iterations, making it more efficient. The grayscale technique on average gets 
closer to some points than the full hybrid technique, but eventually diverges to a point 
farther than the full hybrid convergence point. 
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Figure 42: Landmark point errors over time using the grayscale technique 
 
The average fitting accuracy can then be summarized over time by Figure 43, 
where the subset technique clearly outperforms the others in terms of accuracy. It is also 
clear how quickly each technique converges, or the manner in which the technique 
diverges. The stacked technique diverges because is relies only on one channel at a time, 
as soon as one channel diverges, it does not converge again. The subset technique 
converges to a lower error because it has shape constraints set by different techniques and 
performs more fitting iterations than the full hybrid technique.  
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Figure 43: Average landmark point error over time across fitting techniques 
 
4.4. Bosphorus Image Results 
The face results give a good visual indicator of the fit, which is helpful in 
knowing the impact of the error on the facial feature points. Some errors, e.g. at points 
around the mouth, have a large impact on understanding the structure of the face from 
only the facial feature points. Other errors, e.g. due to poor chin placement, are not as 
important in determining expression if other points are correct. Even a large error may 
not cause problems in later processing steps if the shape of the facial feature remains 
accurate. The six sample sets shown below compare the results of the hybrid candidate 
location with the ground truth based candidate location. The full hybrid, grayscale and 
subset techniques are also shown to compare and contrast how each technique fits each 
point. The results are shown in their transformed 100x100 resolution, with a mesh 
overlay showing the fitted feature points and how they relate to each other. 
It is worth first comparing the starting point accuracies between the two candidate 
techniques, as on average the starting candidate location technique has a greater affect on 
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the final fit than the fitting technique. All of the candidate locations are the same for the 
three fitting techniques. 
 
Table 8: Hybrid candidate location errors 
 
Fear Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral 
Left eye center 1.01 0.516 0.7192 0.84081 0.39862 
Right eye center 3.76 2.877 3.63106 3.07982 2.96461 
Mouth center 1.94 1.591 1.86717 1.31316 0.49629 
 
 
Figure 44: Hybrid candidate location with full hybrid technique faces  
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Table 9: Hybrid candidate location with full hybrid fitting technique point errors 










Outer left eyebrow 1.66 0.14 0.78 1.17 1.2 
Middle left eyebrow 2.04 1.09 2.3 1.82 2.31 
Inner left eyebrow 2.66 1.82 2.49 2.51 2.1 
Inner right eyebrow 2.23 1.64 1.95 2.65 2.18 
Middle right eyebrow 4.33 2.56 4.43 4.23 4.17 
Outer right eyebrow 3.28 2.15 7.99 3.25 2.83 
Outer left eye corner 0.42 0.8 3.17 1.81 1.06 
Inner left eye corner 0.26 0.43 1.02 0.84 1.07 
Inner right eye corner 2.47 1.86 3.27 2.79 2.58 
Outer right eye corner 2.54 1.79 2.04 1.66 1.89 
Nose tip 1.98 1.21 0.7 0.79 1.47 
Left mouth corner 1.9 3.63 1.91 1.5 1 
Upper lip outer middle 1.64 4.05 1.41 0.52 0.88 
Right mouth corner 0.76 3.54 0.04 1.88 2.48 
Lower lip inner middle 1.74 1.2 1.46 0.24 0.25 
Chin middle 1.77 0.9 2.18 0.64 0.8 
 
The happy expression clearly incorrectly fits the mouth, misplacing the top lip 
point and the corners of the mouth. This point structure indicates a closed downward 
facing mouth instead of a smile. The sad face also has a serious structural defect caused 
by the misplacement of the eyebrow corner into the eye socket. This makes the eye brow 
shape appear pointed or lifted as if surprised or afraid. This misplacement is partially 
caused by the large candidate error in the right eye, although it is corrected in all of the 
other observed faces and never appears with hybrid techniques. 
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Figure 45: Hybrid candidate location with grayscale technique faces 
 
Table 10: Hybrid candidate location with grayscale fitting technique point errors 
Landmark Fear Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral 
Outer left eyebrow 1.67 0.77 1.7 2.24 0.65 
Middle left eyebrow 2.42 1.03 3.03 1.27 2.59 
Inner left eyebrow 1.14 1.59 1.77 1.65 1.37 
Inner right eyebrow 1.36 1.32 2.29 1.69 2 
Middle right eyebrow 3.41 3.42 3.3 2.93 3.72 
Outer right eyebrow 1.04 2.38 7.95 1.4 2.93 
Outer left eye corner 1.61 2.01 2.55 1.75 1.81 
Inner left eye corner 1.16 1.06 0.78 1.21 1.43 
Inner right eye corner 1.77 2.04 3.62 1.96 2.65 
Outer right eye corner 0.67 1.66 1.54 1.62 1.62 
Nose tip 1.01 0.33 0.54 1.04 0.7 
Left mouth corner 2.27 3.29 1.97 0.38 1.3 
Upper lip outer middle 1.07 3.92 1.09 1.12 0.92 
Right mouth corner 1.94 3.08 0.69 0.65 1.33 
Lower lip inner middle 0.78 0.98 1.3 1.28 0.59 
Chin middle 2.02 0.61 2.37 1.71 1.47 
 
The subset technique has the lowest average error, but the mouth points are still poorly 
placed on happy. The error on the chin point is inconsequential, as small translations left 
or right would not change the position of the mouth on the face. The eye corner points fit 
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differently on the subset model than on the grayscale only model, even though they use 
the same profiles to update the point. 
 
 
Figure 46: Hybrid candidate location with subset technique faces 
 
Table 11: Hybrid candidate location with subset fitting technique point errors 
Landmark Fear Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral 
Outer left eyebrow 2.02 1.27 1.93 2.1 1.14 
Middle left eyebrow 2.94 1.02 2.64 1.52 2.72 
Inner left eyebrow 1.55 1.48 1.82 1.5 1.17 
Inner right eyebrow 1.96 1.39 1.92 1.79 1.85 
Middle right eyebrow 3.35 2.41 4.74 2.94 3.63 
Outer right eyebrow 3.4 1.85 3.19 1.29 3.27 
Outer left eye corner 0.72 0.82 0.58 1.56 1.23 
Inner left eye corner 1.09 0.13 0.85 0.63 1.43 
Inner right eye corner 3.11 1.29 2.15 1.12 2.24 
Outer right eye corner 2.05 0.82 1.53 1.58 1.17 
Nose tip 0.97 0.91 0.81 1 1.15 
Left mouth corner 2.51 3.33 1.68 0.28 1.2 
Upper lip outer middle 1.68 3.97 1.13 1.14 0.77 
Right mouth corner 0.33 3.1 0.54 0.89 1.41 
Lower lip inner middle 1.9 0.99 1.3 1.14 0.27 
Chin middle 2.73 0.53 2.68 1.99 1.46 
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The ground truth candidate locations by definition have 0 pixel error. The mouth 
points are closer to describing the open mouth in the happy expression numerically, but 
the structure of the mouth is not that different from the surprise face. The neutral and sad 
faces continue to have almost similar structure and error characteristics between points. 
 
 
Figure 47: Ground truth candidate location with full hybrid technique faces 
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Table 12: Ground truth candidate location with full hybrid fitting technique faces 
Landmark Fear Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral 
Outer left eyebrow 1.11 1.14 1.44 1.18 1.45 
Middle left eyebrow 1.03 0.51 2.06 0.73 0.91 
Inner left eyebrow 0.44 2.26 1.23 0.72 0.12 
Inner right eyebrow 0.46 1.94 0.43 0.87 0.64 
Middle right eyebrow 0.5 0.73 0.49 0.71 0.64 
Outer right eyebrow 2.09 1.91 1.13 1.23 2.16 
Outer left eye corner 1.08 2.22 0.96 1.2 0.89 
Inner left eye corner 0.74 0.37 0.57 0.51 1.21 
Inner right eye corner 0.24 0.22 0.82 0.23 0.77 
Outer right eye corner 1.37 2.03 1.28 1.27 1.87 
Nose tip 0.28 0.42 1.02 0.6 1.38 
Left mouth corner 2.82 2.26 1.11 0.88 1.89 
Upper lip outer middle 0.99 0.33 0.56 0.45 0.94 
Right mouth corner 2.78 2 3.16 0.6 1.52 
Lower lip inner middle 0.48 0.42 0.64 0.13 0.61 
Chin middle 1.37 0.37 1.32 0.77 2 
 
 
Figure 48: Ground truth candidate location with grayscale technique faces 
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Table 13: Ground truth candidate location with grayscale fitting technique point errors 
Expression Fear Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral 
Outer left eyebrow 0.95 1.31 1.21 1.68 1.01 
Middle left eyebrow 1.74 0.66 1.9 1.16 1.79 
Inner left eyebrow 0.9 1.37 1.62 1.22 1.14 
Inner right eyebrow 0.15 1.3 0.45 1.02 0.63 
Middle right eyebrow 1.68 2.34 1.26 1.66 1.67 
Outer right eyebrow 2.31 3.03 1.15 2.91 3.09 
Outer left eye corner 1.49 2.18 2.58 1.86 1.51 
Inner left eye corner 0.97 0.96 0.69 0.79 0.6 
Inner right eye corner 0.48 0.76 0.53 1.4 0.89 
Outer right eye corner 2.16 2.28 3.19 0.91 1.04 
Nose tip 1.38 1.11 1.61 1.1 1.31 
Left mouth corner 2.12 2.75 2.01 0.72 2.03 
Upper lip outer middle 0.99 3.79 0.98 0.46 0.88 
Right mouth corner 3.01 2.87 3.96 0.56 3.11 
Lower lip inner middle 0.45 2.32 0.5 0.08 0.33 
Chin middle 1.17 1 1.27 0.27 1.69 
 
 
Figure 49: Ground truth candidate location with subset technique faces 
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Table 14: Ground truth candidate location with subset fitting technique point errors 
Landmark Fear Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral 
Outer left eyebrow 0.89 1.41 1.46 1.93 1.24 
Middle left eyebrow 1.86 0.95 2.18 1.48 1.87 
Inner left eyebrow 0.66 1.93 1.34 1.08 1.1 
Inner right eyebrow 0.27 1.59 0.55 0.95 0.63 
Middle right eyebrow 1.28 2.99 0.75 0.67 0.89 
Outer right eyebrow 1.73 1.56 1.65 2.18 3.1 
Outer left eye corner 0.99 2.3 0.91 1.46 1.32 
Inner left eye corner 0.78 0.8 0.68 0.42 0.95 
Inner right eye corner 0.23 0.54 0.6 0.24 0.79 
Outer right eye corner 1.51 1.89 1.37 0.97 1.72 
Nose tip 1.04 0.9 0.87 0.93 1.4 
Left mouth corner 2.58 3.06 2.14 0.57 1.76 
Upper lip outer middle 0.98 3.79 0.95 0.45 0.89 
Right mouth corner 2.57 3.01 3.85 0.56 3.29 
Lower lip inner middle 0.55 2.27 0.49 0.13 0.27 
Chin middle 1.25 0.78 1.22 0.37 1.69 
 
4.5. Kinect Image Results 
The lack of an existing facial feature point database with Kinect data prevents 
quantitative analysis of techniques. Figure 50 and Figure 51 are the results of an informal 
test. The sample covers small changes in pose and the neutral expression over one 
subject. For testing, the model was trained on all of the Bosphorus database images and 
used the hybrid candidate technique and full hybrid fitting technique. The average fitting 
time for the hybrid method was 6.07ms for the 92 fitted faces. 
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Figure 50: Fitted false color face images from the Kinect 
 
In Figure 51 the same images were fitted using the same model trained over all of 
the Bosphorus images, but instead used the grayscale fitting technique and the Viola-
Jones candidate locations. This is used to compare the addition of depth to improve 
accuracy and fitting time. Using the grayscale technique and Viola-Jones candidate 
locations, the average fitting time for the 92 faces was 7.82ms. 
 
 
Figure 51: Fitted grayscale face images from the Kinect 
 
Comparing the two fits, the change in pose does not affect the fitting result, 
because the same model with the same shape constraint was used. The difference lies in 
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the fitted feature points around the mouth. By using the depth information provided by 
the Kinect, the mouth is correctly found and fitted. This shows that the depth information 
obtained by the Kinect allows the feature points to fit more accurately using both 
channels than with only a single channel. 
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Chapter 5 Improved Interactive Display System 
With a quick and accurate method of finding facial feature points on faces, the interactive 
display system can better incorporate facial pose and expression. The system was 
designed to allow for multiple skeletal tracking algorithms, facial feature point fitting 
methods, gesture recognition algorithms, and expression recognition methods. Figure 52 
shows a diagram of the system design that uses a multi-threaded event based architecture 




Figure 52: Improved interactive display system design 
 
The new system uses head pose to control the pointer, a hands-free alternative to 
the pointing gesture. The target of the head pose is determined by the rotation and 
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translation of the head pose in Kinect’s 3D space. This information, combined with the 
placement of the display relative to the Kinect, allows for the head pose location to be 
translated into pixel co-ordinates on the screen. Because the facial feature information is 
still less accurate than the more robust skeleton joint locations, the head pose is only used 
to control the pointer when the hands are not controlling the display. 
 
 
Figure 53: Head and hand point target estimation 
 
The expression recognition approach uses facial feature points to classify the 
subject’s expressions. This expression information, combined with the pose information, 
is used to control a small face avatar at the top of the screen to provide important 
feedback to the user. The expressions are binned into three categories: angry, neutral, and 
happy, with each expression having a 3 pose variations displayed on the face avatar: left, 
right and center. The expression recognition technology can be trained on individual 
users or existing databases. 
5.1. Gestures used for the Interactive Display 
Depending on the skeletal joint recognition library used, the gestures to control 
the display are either embedded in the library or are recognized by the system. 
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Primesense’s NITE skeletal joint tracker includes support for a wave gesture, while the 
official Microsoft SDK for Kinect includes no pre-defined gesture support. To allow the 
interactive display to work with both libraries, the wave and click gestures were 
implemented using information that was available from both skeletal tracker systems. 
The wave gesture projects a line through the hand and elbow joints that intersects 
the Kinect floor plane at point P. The waving motion is determined based on the number 
of times point P intersects the vertical Y-Z plane that contains the elbow joint. A finite 
state machine is used to detect the wave gesture by counting four plane crossings of point 
P. The state machine is reset when the hand-elbow line intersects the display plane or 
lands too far away from the user location. Due to some noise in the joint locations, 
multiple waves could be detected when the arm is near vertical. This can be solved by 
creating a reject region, similar to a Schmitt trigger, which prevents a state transition until 




Figure 54: Wave gesture diagram 
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The click gesture remains very similar in both systems by using a defined body 
center and the hand joint. The performance of the click gesture in combination with the 
head or hand point places the selected pastry into the virtual shopping basket. The three 
supported gestures are shown in Figure 55. 
 
 
Figure 55: Pointing, selection, and wave gestures used in the interactive display 
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Chapter 6 Expression Recognition 
To quantify the impact the facial feature points have on expression recognition, a baseline 
was established using the ground truth points and labeled expressions. The difference 
from the baseline with the best facial feature point fitting techniques shows how 
dependant the expression recognition algorithm is on the accuracy of the facial feature 
points. The SLPP technique clearly separates the expressions better than PCA, as shown 
in Figure 56 and Figure 57. 
 
 
Figure 56: SLPP data points 
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Figure 57: PCA data points 
 
Using the ground truth points, the expression recognition was on average 66% 
accurate. The classification results are shown in Table 15 and Table 16. The expression 
recognition test was performed using the same 10-fold cross-validation set used for ASM 
testing. 
 
Table 15: Expression classification accuracy (percent) 
  Happy Surprise Fear Sadness Anger Disgust 
Happy 98.09% 0 0 0 0 1.90% 
Surprise 1.40% 67.60% 25.35% 0 2.81% 2.81% 
Fear 2.85% 40% 38.57% 8.57% 5.71% 4.28% 
Sadness 0 1.51% 1.51% 66.66% 19.69% 10.60% 
Anger 0 0 2.81% 14.08% 67.60% 15.49% 
Disgust 5.79% 2.89% 8.69% 5.79% 13.04% 63.76% 
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Table 16: Confusion matrix of expression classification 
  Happy Surprise Fear Sadness Anger Disgust 
Happy 103 0 0 0 0 2 
Surprise 1 48 18 0 2 2 
Fear 2 28 27 6 4 3 
Sadness 0 1 1 44 13 7 
Anger 0 0 2 10 48 11 
Disgust 4 2 6 4 9 44 
 
The happy expression classifies the best with 98% accuracy and fear classifies the 
worst with 38% accuracy. Fear is most often classified as surprise, due to the very similar 
facial feature point structure, as shown in previous fitting results. These trends are 
consistent with accuracies on similar databases performed with this technique. 
To evaluate the impact the fitting errors have on the expression recognition, three 
methods were compared to find the impact of the starting locations, fitting techniques, 
and expressions. The full hybrid technique was compared against the grayscale technique 
and the subset technique to discover which technique’s error affects the expression 
recognition the most. Instead of attempting to classify each of the 6 expressions and 
neutral, three categories are used to separate happy, angry, and neutral expressions. These 
expression categories correspond to the same bins used for expression recognition in the 
interactive display. 
 
Table 17: Expression accuracy using full hybrid points 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Smiling 57.14% 20.00% 22.85% 
Distressed 14.08% 43.66% 42.25% 
Neutral 28.42% 13.17% 57.85% 
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Table 18: Expression classification results using full hybrid points 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Smiling 60 21 24 
Distressed 10 31 30 
Neutral 85 41 173 
 
Table 19: Expression accuracy using grayscale points 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Smiling 49.52% 23.80% 26.66% 
Distressed 11.26% 43.66% 45.07% 
Neutral 13.71% 24.41% 61.87% 
 
Table 20: Expression classification results using grayscale points 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Smiling 52 25 28 
Distressed 8 31 32 
Neutral 41 73 185 
 
Table 21: Expression accuracy using Subset points 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Smiling 55.25% 19.05% 25.71% 
Distressed 14.08% 39.35% 46.48% 
Neutral 16.39% 14.38% 69.23% 
 
Table 22: Expression classification results using subset points 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Smiling 58 20 27 
Distressed 10 28 33 
Neutral 49 43 207 
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Image accuracy is the number of correct number of faces classified over the total 
number of images, giving highest weight to the neutral category because of its abundance 
of images. Class accuracy is the average correct classification percentage over the 
number of classes, which gives equal weight to the three categories. 
 
Table 23: Fitting technique interactive display expressions comparison 
 Happy Angry Neutral 
Full Hybrid vs. Grayscale 7.61% 0% -4.01% 
Subset vs. Grayscale 5.71% -4.22% 7.35% 
 
Table 24: Fitting technique universal expressions comparison 
 Happy Surprised Fear Sadness  Anger Disgust 
Full Hybrid vs. Grayscale -3.81% 16.9% -8.57% 10.61% -9.86% 8.7% 
Subset vs. Grayscale 2.86% 4.23% -7.14% 10.61% 0% -2.9% 
 
The improvements seen in the interactive display system over the standard 
grayscale technique can be partially attributed to the category selections that contained 
dissimilar expressions compared to the similar expressions seen in the universal 
expression groups. The hybrid techniques have certain trade-offs with the grayscale 
technique in both categories, where certain expressions improve noticeably while other 
expression remain stable. 
Table 25: Fitting technique expression accuracy 
 Full Hybrid Grayscale Subset 
Image accuracy 55.58% 56.42% 61.68% 
Class accuracy 52.89% 51.69% 54.64% 
 
The fitting techniques performed similarly, with the subset technique having the 
highest classification accuracy, followed by the full hybrid technique and finally the 
grayscale only technique. The full hybrid technique underperforms the grayscale 
technique in image accuracy because it incorrectly classifies the neutral expression more 
often. The full hybrid technique outperforms the grayscale technique in average class 
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accuracy because it correctly classifies a few more happy expressions, greatly boosting 
the average happy classification rate. In this case, a less accurate and efficient technique 
introduced error that allowed some of the neutral expressions to be correctly classified, 
but then failed in classifying happy as accurately. The differences between classifications 
can generally show how the expressions were misfit, as a large number of expressions 
were incorrectly classified as neutral compared to the ground truth baseline. This can be 
attributed to the final fitted shape showing some of the expression’s facial feature shapes, 
but not all of the correct placements. 
 
Other fitting techniques not shown, and expression recognition using PCA, had 
single digit accuracy. The expression classification results are then related to the accuracy 
of the facial feature point fitting, but are more dependent on few individual points’ 
accuracy and shape accuracy than overall average accuracy. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work 
This work presented new techniques for combining color and depth information into a 
unified facial feature point detection framework based on Active Shape Models. The 
demonstration involved using low-resolution color and depth image, similar to those 
available by a Kinect-based system. Three variants of the combination technique were 
investigated, and the subset technique proved to be most accurate in placing facial feature 
points on expressions in an available 3D facial expression database. The accuracy 
deficiencies encountered were further investigated to find certain problematic facial 
feature points and expressions. The facial feature points found by the best techniques 
were then used as the input for an existing expression classification algorithm. The facial 
feature point accuracy issues encountered during fitting the Active Shape Model greatly 
affected the expression classification accuracy.  
The facial feature point fitting techniques using RGB-D data and the resulting 
expression classification were integrated into an interactive display system. The 
interactive display system was able to track points using simultaneous color and depth 
information for improved expression classification accuracy compared to existing Active 
Shape Model techniques. The new techniques presented in this work show a new path for 
improving expression recognition using ASMs. 
7.1. Differences in Depth Images 
The ASM trained on the transformed database images was able to fit on images 
provided by the Kinect, but some important differences remain that hinder ideal model 
building and fitting conditions. The contrast and depth accuracy of the Kinect causes the 
eye sockets and mouth to have different profiles than the high resolution database. This 
can cause additional error in very sensitive starting candidate and feature point locations. 
The min-max location for the eyes may work better on the depth images from the Kinect 
because the depth corners of the eye are closer to the center of the eye than in the 3D 
database. The normalization of the profiles improves robustness for the fitting profiles, 
but the candidate points remain susceptible to noise. The profile accuracy can be further 
improved by one of two methods: by either training on a database of images produced by 
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the Kinect or by replicating the noise on the existing 3D face database. The former was 
deemed too costly to perform. The latter option requires correctly identifying the depth 
noise generated by the Kinect and creating a method to mimic it. In this case, injecting 
noise into the existing images would purposely degrade the fitting performance without 
improving the understanding the fitting techniques in question. The down sampled 
database images proved to be a good generalization for the Kinect images while 
providing important information on how the ASM fitting techniques perform on different 
expressions. 
7.2. Candidate Technique Improvements 
The standard Viola-Jones object detection for faces, eyes, and mouths was 
designed for high-resolution images. Using a low-resolution face because of the intended 
application negates many of the advantages of the Viola-Jones algorithm. Other object 
detection frameworks could be trained to find the eyes as accurately, but the variable 
shape of the mouth is problematic throughout facial recognition work. The use of the 
nose detection in the depth image solves the problem of different mouth shapes and sizes. 
The detection of an open mouth could improve fitting results by using a different model 
trained on open mouth shapes. This could be incorporated into the initial candidate 
location search to improve fitting around the mouth. The eyes are also distinctive in the 
depth image, and with additional work to find the size of the head, the center of eye could 
be estimated from the found inner corners of the eyes. Each of these improvements 
allows the ASM to fit more accurately because the model would be based on the mouth 
shape and very accurate estimate of the eyes. These candidate technique improvements 
are also dependant on the quality of the depth image, which differs between the Kinect 
images and the transformed database images. 
7.3. Hybrid Fitting Techniques 
The hybrid fitting techniques had higher accuracy and lower fitting times on 
average than either of the single channel methods on low resolution images. It is 
important to note that these hybrid techniques can be easily applied to any multi-channel 
image profile evaluation technique. Evaluation on higher resolution images can be 
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explored in the future, but the expected result could be less impressive than the 
differences on low resolution images. Existing ASM fitting techniques already have high 
accuracy on high resolution images, so improving on existing techniques with a hybrid 
approach may prove more difficult. Other facial feature point fitting techniques also 
become more viable as the resolution increases, further limiting gains that could be 
provided by the depth channel. 
7.3.1 Subset evaluations 
The high accuracy of the grayscale-subset technique warrants more investigation. 
The points were chosen to correspond to landmarks that were visually distinct in the 
intensity image but not in the depth image. The ability to specify a subset based on 
expression, pose, lighting conditions, or other image features could further improve the 
fitting results. Without exhaustive testing of each permutation, it is unclear which points 
will perform best in what channel. This is due to the complex nature of the shape 
constraint ensuring that points can be expressed as part of the training shape variations. 
Individual point updates affect the entire shape constraint and therefore every other point 
on the shape subject to those same constraints. In the future, if exhaustive testing cannot 
be performed, points may be assigned based on observed single channel fitting 
performance to discover which channels are most influential to accuracy. The subset 
selection may also be dependent on the dataset, as high performance subsets recorded for 
this 16-point model may not perform well on other 3D face databases. 
The subset technique’s low efficiency compared to the full hybrid and single 
channel fitting techniques cannot be avoided. The subset technique trades computational 
complexity and time for increased fitting accuracy, which is extremely important in 
expression recognition applications. The technique is not inherently slow as is the case 
with the stacked method.  The subset technique may even fit faster than the full hybrid 
technique if ran for the same number of iterations, as the subset technique excludes a 
channel on some points where the full hybrid technique evaluates both channels at every 
point. This time complexity difference is not observed in practice, as the cost associated 
with a single channel evaluation pales in comparison to a full iteration. 
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7.3.2 Channel selection criteria 
The shortest distance ‘winner-takes-all’ approach investigated in this work is not 
the only possibility for selecting the appropriate profile channel. Instead of distance, the 
evaluation metric could be based on another trained method, like a Kalman filter or 
appropriate probabilistic model that takes more than the current profile into 
consideration. This would make the channel selection process more independent of the 
profile content. This could prove helpful when the point diverges from it intended 
location because of an incorrect channel selection after many iterations. This also 
introduces more complexity into the model, making it more computationally expensive 
and difficult to explain fitting errors as multiple sources of information are used to update 
each point. The ‘winner-takes-all’ approach can also be further investigated as more 
information is available about profile point updates. A compromise between the two 
channels may make the final fitting more accurate if neither channel can find an 
appropriate fit. This is already partially at work in the current stopping criteria; if the 
every point oscillates directions over multiple iterations for any reason, the fitting process 
terminates. If additional information is used update each point, it may make sense to use 
the same information to stop the fitting iterations as well. In this way, the point update 
method and global fitting iterations can work together for a better global optimum. If the 
point profiles could be evaluated together instead of independently, a single update 
direction could be obtained, eliminating the need for a selection criterion. 
7.3.3 Common Fitting Issues 
The ASM accuracy decreased significantly when the face had any mouth 
variation, a major drawback when the goal is to recognize expressions with different 
mouth shapes. Expressions close to neutral had the lowest average fitting error and 
shortest fitting times. This exposes a lack of training samples for expressions with large 
variations in mouth structure, even in the training set composed only of expressions. The 
expressions that were close to neutral caused the shape constraints to fit too tightly and 
prevented the profiles from finding the true landmark location. In the case of happy, one 
mouth corner point converged as the other corner diveraged at the same rate. The shape 
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variability expressed the differences between subjects well, but could not allow for 
differences between expressions. This can be rectified by boosting training with 
additional happy faces or by creating a model trained on each expression variation. The 
model selection could be chosen as a result of some pre-processing steps involved in 
candidate location selection or could be an iterative process based on the number of 
fitting iterations involved in fitting using the average model. The number of fitting 
iterations is correlated with accuracy, as the method with the largest number of fitting 
iterations also had the highest error. On average, the method diverged after 5 fitting 
iterations, showing that additional iterations beyond 5 decreased overall average accuracy 
but improved it for a few important points. In lowering the number of maximum 
iterations, the starting shape must be closer to the desired landmark location. This falls 
back on picking the correct starting shape and correct locations to limit the opportunities 
for the shape or profile model to cause errors. 
7.4. Expression Classification Sensitivity 
The expression recognition technique used in this work is based on a 
dimensionality reduction technique that assumes similar structures between training and 
test cases. This similarity then makes classification simple by inherently grouping 
similarly structured inputs. An issue arises when the inputs differ in underlying structure 
from the training inputs, as seen with the differences between the ground truth points and 
ASM fitted points. The ground truth points by themselves were not easy to classify 
correctly, with less than 70% classification accuracy in 5 of the 6 categories (which is 
still much greater than random). The low classification scores can be directly attributed to 
the lack of differentiable structure between classes, as fear was misclassified as surprise 
because the points formed similar structures. In other cases where the low number of 
points cannot accurately describe the structure of the face, pixel based methods can be 
used. This dramatically increases the dimensionality of the input, allowing for a more 
complete structure to be deduced by SLPP. Pixel use could vary from patches around the 
points, to masks of certain important regions, to a normalized and enhanced version of 
the entire face. 
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For this work, using only 2D points gives a good estimate how sensitive the 
structure of the points are to fitting errors. The high error around the mouth region had a 
significant impact on expressions that are dependent on the mouth shape. Unlike happy, 
the accuracy of neutral remained high because it does not change the shape and 
placement of the eyebrows. The high accuracy in the corners of the eyes did not improve 
the expression recognition, as the eye corners generally remained constant throughout 
expressions. The subset technique still outperformed the grayscale and full hybrid 
techniques, but only modestly so in some expressions due to the aforementioned reasons. 
In the future, if a different 3D facial expression database is created or used, more 
points around the mouth would improve the accuracy of the shape and express more 
complex mouth shapes. Often, ASM points include more points along the edge of the 
chin to help localize the mouth and better detect the shape of the jaw. This is less robust 
to pose variations, but with more points allow for more shape constraints that can be 
adjusted to express more face-mouth combinations. 
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